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The result of this tentative application of an editorial principle advanced with confidence is an edition presenting a text only moderately more nationalistic than would otherwise be justified but based on a rationale that threatens to pre-empt debate on the question of Melville's literary nationalism at the crux of his career. It is, in other words, offspring of an uneasy marriage between Hershel Parker's often combative but generously intentioned championship of editing from genesis and Tanselle's continued promotion of the Greg-Bowers protocol originally endorsed by the CEAA (Center for Editions of American Authors, subsequently the Modem Language Association's Committee for Scholarly Editions). While Parker's dictum that authorial revisions "are automatically suspect" apparently prompts the edition's intensive examination of the essay's compositional history, that inquiry's practices and results are shaped, even determined, by Tanselle's adherence to the teleology of "final authorial intention.'"5 One purpose of presenting genetic evidence is to enable the edition's readership to examine the dynamics of the creative process critically, to map in all its ambiguity, hesitation, and reversals of consciousness, and-if authorial intention happens to be the object of that inquiry-to trace shifting intentions (or sometimes influences) to which the revisions attest. By contrast, the incorporation of a few pieces of that evidence into a clear text bearing NN's respected imprimatur has the largely incompatible result of forestalling further examination. NN's bibliographical protocols demand that Parkeresque suspicion must appear invested with 
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Tansellian authority, mantled in a justification sufficient to satisfy the evidentiary standards of the CEAA (CSE).
It is exactly this justification-the judgment, advanced with confidence, as to Melville's final authorial intention-much more than the canceled revisions themselves, that portends an enduring effect on subsequent scholarship. By promoting the claim that the strident literary nationalism of the fair copy represents Melville's "actual literary opinions," NN neutralizes the authority that otherwise inheres not only in the revisions themselves but also in the markedly antichauvinist trajectory of them." And in a climate of literary scholarship seeking to develop a far more nuanced view of Melville's relation to nationalism than was produced in the era of Mathiessen and Miller, NN counterproductively lends the powerful support of a deserved reputation for cautiousand conservative-scholarship to Perry Miller's almost certainly erroneous 1956 judgment that Melville was by August 1850 a devoted literary nationalist whose rhetoric and enthusiasm outstripped even that of the fiery Mathews.7
So while the present inquiry touches on matters of textual scholarship, the central field of inquiry is the Howard-Miller speculationthat Duyckinck, not Melville, initiated the essay's counterchauvinist revisions-a position the NN edition has all but realized as historical fact. While I share the belief that Young America influenced the composition of "Mosses," I would like to reopen the questions of when, and by whom, and to what end. If the chief line of influence was literary Young America, in the persons of Melville's houseguests (Michael Rogin has already persuasively traced in "Mosses" the rhetoric of polit-6NN 9:656. 'One of the more recent efforts is Lawrence Buell's "Melville and American Decolonization," American Literature 64 (June 1992): 215-37, which distinguishes itself by envisioning Melville in comparative terms, as a postcolonial writer with strong anglophilic sentiments and an awareness of his English market, for whom "the literary nationalist project [was] a more fitful, incomplete, and ultimately secondary affair" (p. 234, n. 4) than has been previously argued. Buell's call to treat Melville in "more complexly transnational terms than heretofore" (p. 233) is exactly correct, but his model depends on an element of (postcolonial) "anxiety" which can be questioned. It is generally accepted that at least the nationalistic middle section of "Mosses" was composed at some point following the events of 5 August but prior to 12 August, when Duyckinck returned to New York, probably carrying the revised fair-copy manuscript. For the whole of that period, Mathews and Duyckinck were Melville's guests. Howard, identifying Melville's scant free time as Tuesday until midafternoon and possibly Tuesday evening, Friday before approximately midday, and the whole of Sunday, offers a time frame for composition:
In the midst of all this activity, probably during the Sunday of peace which brought it to a close, Melville's essay got finished and copied; and the two editors of the Literary World went into conference with their author on the spot. They evidently decided that the marks of its origin were too strong upon it, for Melville altered the copied manuscript in order to attribute it to "A Virginian The manuscript survives among Duyckinck's papers; it is written, obviously at top speed, with a thick pen, in a flowing hand. It is meticulously corrected, the interlineations done with a fine-pointed pen, with another ink. Most of the changes are merely verbal, but the major ones are all of a single tendency; they cut down or restrain the exuberant nationalism of the draft. Whether these changes came out of the conference that Sunday evening, or whether they are Melville's own concessions to moderation, they are obvious efforts to accommodate Melville's rage to the new, conciliatory tone Duyckinck had imparted to the Literary World.18
Miller's error is significant for two reasons. First, his mistaken impression that the "draft" manuscript is in Melville's hand constitutes the sum total of his evidence for the author's "raging" nationalism: "haste" equals "rage" equals conviction; ergo, Melville was a zealot. Miller labors under the unfortunate necessity of so portraying Melville on this occasion because, despite his wide search among the rubble of the literary wars, he was unable to produce even a single brickbat bearing [i.e., literature] advance there is none" (emphasis added). By issuing a nativist brag and deprecating that brag at the same time, this early-draft sentence forecasts the conflicts of the manuscript as they survive through its last revision. Assuming for the moment that the conflicting "intentions" expressed are exclusively Melville's, it seems impossible to resolve them textually, since we lack the foul papers that might, for example, indicate that the deprecation of the brag was a second thought or an editorial intervention. While the deprecation of native braggadocio reprises an important theme of Mardi and other works and is consistent with the revision trajectory, the rest of the sentence is in accord with the chauvinist sentiments of the fair copy: which sentiment, we must ask, did Melville mean to strike when he canceled the entire sentence?
NN Reconsideration of both the manuscript's own testimony and the documentary evidence surrounding the circumstances of its production, however, drives almost inevitably to the conclusion that Melville's "intentions" for the essay, his motivation for putting pen to paper and his final intention alike, had almost nothing to do with literary nationalism. It's possible, from the psychological standpoint, to look at Melville's failure to "take away the words" and completely eradicate the offensive nationalism as an excresence of the essay's erotics: Melville's discourse necessarily retains traces of the terms in which he and Hawthorne conversed while forging a relationship, their eyes meeting across the dinner table. Although it is also possible to extend Michael Rogin's view of Melville's subversion of political rhetoric, that is, to argue that Melville displayed literary-nationalist rhetoric only to subvert it, it seems more likely in this instance that Melville's early intentions were vehicular rather than satiric: the distinct (though by no means total) consistency of the nationalist central portion of the early draft suggests that at first the nationalism served some valuable purpose for which Melville deemed it inappropriate by the revision stage. In the essay's concluding section, which represents itself as having been written twenty-four hours after the earlier pages, Melville claims not to have previously read "A Select Party," and he cites the story-in which Hawthorne satirizes the idea that "there can never be an American genius" and simultaneously lampoons the alternate brag that the "first original work" of that genius "shall do all that remains to be achieved of our glory among nations"-as one of the reasons he has found it necessary to reconsider the "first simplicity" of his conclusions regarding Hawthorne. Melville's revisions, in this context, have the appearance of attempting both to moderate prior (mis)readings and, somewhat belatedly, to cloak others in the rarified irony achieved in Hawthorne's story.
In the same year that Edwin Haviland Miller issued his biography of Melville, Marvin Fisher, although somewhat inconsistently arguing for Melville's sincerity, perspicaciously suggested that his "flagrant nationalism" is a sort of masking device: "his hostility to English dominance over American cultural expression protects him from charges of blasphemy and allied excesses." It is illuminating to place Miller's characterization of Melville's intense homosexual feeling for Hawthorne alongside Fisher's statement that in the essay "Melville has repeated enough cultural pieties to cover his possible impieties and there is more means than end in his waving the flag, invoking the Bible, citing the way of nature, or applauding Shakespeare" (emphasis added)." Nationalism of the literary and political variety provided the most pervasive of the essay's original topoi (which is perhaps the reason why, upon reconsideration, Melville found it impossible to eradicate) but that does not necessarily imply that nationalism participated in the essay's telos. Perhaps a version of what Eve Sedgwick has described as "homosexual panic" was in an early draft masked in nationalist excess.
Once the essay's nationalism is understood as a mask rather than its essence, inquiry shifts from the pressing question of Melville's nationalism to the more arcane pursit of the sources of his borrowed language. The most immediate of these sources is, of course, Hawthorne's book and the published criticisms of it to which the essay addresses itself, such as Poe's November 1847 Godey's Lady's Book review, which levels the charge that Hawthorne "is peculiar and not original" (emphasis in the original), an imitator of German romanticism in his 37Mathews's accompanying note to Mrs. Melville describes the poem manuscript as an "autograph" (both items at Houghton Library). If this is true, the gift represented the furthest possible expression of Mathews's gratitude. He disposed of his Barrett autograph manuscripts carefully, almost always in recognition of literary or financial services; most often his Barrett items went to Duyckinck in recognition of Duyckinck's frequent gifts of money (see their correspondence, New York Public Library). Since Duyckinck on this occasion saw fit to express his thanks for the week's hospitality through her husband, it is tempting to speculate that Mathews, who wrote separately to the husband (the letter does not survive) perhaps owed this note and gift particularly to Elizabeth Melville because the foul papers of the essay she copied had some of his "good things" on them. "Hawthorne and His Mosses" appears to be the only one of Melville's contributions to the Literary World known to have been fair-copied by anyone other than himself. ing a distinctly national character: gently criticizing Lowell and the "Longfellows" and "Whittiers" as imitators of English tradition, Barrett writes that "in speaking even of some of these, the English critic feels unawares that he would fain clasp the hand of an American poet, with stronger muscles in it, and less softened by the bath." As a remedy for a "defective nationality" marked by overflowing "grace and facility," she recommends Mathews's poems, which she finds "remarkable... for their very defects. ... They are not graceful, but they are strong." Noting that "he writes not only 'like a man,' but like a republican and an American," she concludes that "Under this rough bark, is a heart of oak ... and, if gnarled and knotted, these are the conditions of strength, and perhaps the convulsions of growth." In developing his portrait of the American author as "a man who is bound to carry republican progressiveness into Literature, as well as into Life," Melville, in the most pugnacious paragraph of the fair copy (leaves 16-18), derides the "graceful," "smooth pleasing" native poets who imitate the English. "No American writer should write like an Englishman," he continues. "Let him write like a man, for then he will be sure to write like an American.... Let us boldly contemn all imitation, though it comes to us graceful and fragrant as the morning And foster all originality though it be crabbed and ugly as our own pine knots."
It is not necessary to argue that Mathews carried around a tattered clipping of the Tait's review, or even that the general terms of Barrett's praise-apparently the chief fruits of his long efforts to reach the English market-were ready to his memory; it is only necessary to see this sampling of numerous shared topoi, concentrated into a single paragraph of Melville's essay, as evidence that Melville did not invent the language of the nationalistic fair copy but abruptly and anomalously, under some pressure, drew upon a fund of transatlantic cultural currency-with Mathews, possibly, acting as broker.
The second line of research, chronologically more alluring, is Mathews's own literary labor that summer. In 1850, he launched The Prompter, a theatrical review of the sort that Mathews and Melville appear to have once planned to produce in partnership.3 Only seven numbers were published, four before the Berkshire episode and three after (renamed, under reorganization, with Mathews's name removed from the masthead, The Prompter's Whistle). The first issue, of 1 June, employs a version of the famous "shock of recognition" trope that ap- pears in Melville's essay, Mathews's article recounting an episode in which a spectator falls back "as if he had received a sudden shock from an electric battery.""39 (Variations of the transmitted electric shock analogy were current in the romantic school of English acting.) The second and third issues, of 15 June and 1 July, complain of the English actors, managers, and plays dominating the New York dramatic scene. The third issue quotes Coleridge on Shakespeare, "By its nationality must every nation retain its independence" and, in reviewing James Fenimore Cooper's comedy "Upside Down," refutes his 1825 claim that America was incapable of producing a great dramatic artist ("Of dramatic authors there are none, or next to none," because there is "too much foreign competition and too much domestic employment in other pursuits, to invite genius to so doubtful an enterprise"). Mathews vigorously repudiates this assertion; leaf 13 of Melville's fair copy chimes in, "Believe me, my friends that Shakespeares are this day being born on the banks of the Ohio." Strong as the transatlantic influence was in poetry, novels, and magazine publication, it was at this time (and would remain for decades) strongest on the stage; perhaps this fact leads Mathews, whose chauvinism did not usually take the form of anglophobia or gross political expansionism, to make, in the third issue, one of the most forceful charges of his career: "Are we then to stand by and see love-sick plays-and the effete triflings of alien pens-pioneering us, wherever we extend our conquests and acquisitions[?]"' Interestingly, this rare instance of Mathews uncritically deploying the rhetoric of manifest destiny is synchronous with what is possibly the single (overt and possibly "intended") instance of a similarly uncritical deployment by Melville. With his subsequent punctuation retained for clarity, leaf 17 of the fair copy reads: "While we are rapidly preparing for that political supremacy among the nations, which prophetically awaits us at the close of the present century; in a literary point of view, we are deplorably unprepared for it; and we seem studious to remain so."
The fourth issue, dated 5 August, which Mathews would have sent to 
